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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel method for characterization of fault using voltage sag profile in distributed system. The fault
location approach is developed using the approach of smart meter placement in distributed system. Wherein smart
meters are used for fault detection and location, the accuracy of such system is to be improved under system dynamic
conditions. An optimizing algorithm based on the voltage deviation method with characterizing the measured current to
detect the fault accurately is developed. The model of fault current characterization is carried out using wavelet
transformation, and the localization is detected using the voltage deviation. The integrated model of characterization and
deviation improves the robustness of fault detection in distributed power system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Faults are characterized by their nature in electrical system. Several faults are observed in magnitude level
such as sag and swell, whereas some faults are effective in frequency domain such as Harmonic disorder or
phase variation. These faults Detroit the quality of power delivery and impact the overall operation of power
system. It is hence required to detect such faults and compensate it. For the detection and location of such
faults various methods were developed in past. In [1] a voltage deviation method based on fault current
deviation was proposed. The approach was simpler in model and derived results shows the effectiveness of
this approach in fault localization. In similar perspective in [2,11] an intelligent logic for detection and
correction of faults using data gathering technique is proposed. The intelligent electronic device (IED) was
installed throughout the power system to gather the measured component and monitor over it to give a fault
analysis result. In [3] a sag voltage and current phasors are used for the measurement of fault condition in
radial distributed system. A decision tree based fault identification is proposed, in prior to fault node selection
for exact location of fault point detection. the fault location detection based on sag matching approach was
outlined in [4,5]. The monitoring unit characterizes the fault current and minimizes the data transmitting
overhead in this approach. The analysis of load and tapping on fault analysis was presented. In [6] a software
modeling of fault detection based on voltage sag features were presented. The magnitude and the phase shift
approach is used to identify the possible fault conditions in a correlative manner. The measured line current is
compared with the database records at the monitoring unit to make a fault decision. In the device level
modeling for smart meter operation, in [7] a current/voltage senor separately been installed at the network
points to obtain the fault location. A search algorithm is developed towards the fault diagnosis process in
distributed network. In [8,12]a origin of the fault location based on the disturbance side impedance is
developed. The estimation was based on the equivalent impedance of the line parameter to estimate the
disturbance location. A combined method of power analysis and database search operation was suggested in
[9]. The approach of pattern recognition for fault diagnosis was suggested. The pattern recognition approach is
a correlative approach of matching pattern of database records with the measured values from power flow
analysis. A least square estimation approach for voltage sag analysis is presented in [10]. The analysis utilizes
the characteristic of fault diagnosis using radial characteristic of distribution feeder and based on the installed
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metering points. A wide area measurement system (WAMS) for electrical power grid is presented in [13]. The
method suggested a easy approach to record the voltage data profile such as frequency, magnitude and voltage
angle. The voltage profile describes the fault type used for fault occurring detection in different location in a
correlative manner. The Euclidian approach for error norm computation was suggested in this work. The
approach of fault location based on bus impedance matrix was suggested in [14].
Twomethods were outlined for non-radial distribution system, using the measured current and voltage
measurement for local substations. The measured fault metrics is used as a measuring parameter to the fault
diagnosis for fault location. This method was developed based on the fault resistance and which is related to
the fault location. In a phasor model for fault diagnosis in [15,16], a fault classification approach for fault
phase selection. A Karenbauer transform is used for the fault classification and phase selection for fault
diagnosis based on the initial current travelling wave in the distribution line. The post fault signals and a
wavelet based approach to fault current analysis is presented. A similar approach for fault diagnosis is
outlined in [17], wherein wavelet transformation is used for the detection of fault location based on impedance
and local voltage and current fundamental phasors. The suggested hybrid approach was designed for the fault
diagnosis approach tested for a power distribution system, performing fault detection, classification and
location. A hybrid approach of fault detection and location based on wavelet transform and neural network
was outlined in [18]. The hybrid approach, defines a fault detection approach and fault distance estimation
based on wavelet extracted features. The measured lines current are decomposed and feature selection process
is carried out for fault location analysis. The fault diagnosis is based on the variation of training and testing
pattern been used for fault diagnosis. The system was outlined for a wind farm application. Towards the
diagnosis of fault current in distributed system with distributed generation (DG), in [19] a multi agent based
coding for fault diagnosis and relay controlling is proposed. Relay units are used for the fault diagnosis, where
the overall network is divided into small sub sections, and a measured bus current is used for wavelet
decomposition for fault detection. The extract wavelet features are used for fault feature matching and to
control relay units at the distribution system. A similar approach of DG utilization is presented in [20]. Where,
the fault location was presented for radial distribution system with DG. The proposed approach uses the fault
features extracted using wavelet transformation to record the fault value at substation. The power frequency
based fault location approach was improved with the suggested approach, and the impact of DG on fault
diagnosis is minimized. Wherein the past methods are basically based on the phasor comparison approach, the
electrical disturbances were not considered in any of these methods. The approach of database based matching
or online computing parameter, results in fault diagnosis, however the dynamic disturbances reencountered
during the flow, which are effective by the line parameters and load parameters are not considered. The
disturbances are introduced, due to load variation and line parameter variation, which need to control. In this
paper with the objective of processing line current for detecting fault is presented.. The characterization of the
fault signal due to measured fault condition leads to higher accuracy of fault diagnosis in such network. The
fault diagnosis approach is presented in section 2. Section 3 outlines experimental result for the developed
approach.Conclusion is given in section 4.
2. FAULT LOCATION APPROACH
The proposed fault-location method is based on the monitoring capability of feeder meters and on shortcircuits theory. Several smart meter models are able to report outages and measure voltage with an accuracy
class that typically ranges from 0.1 to 0.5%. The main idea of the proposed method for fault location is to
exploit such capability, so that the voltage sag information can be processed to calculate a fault-location
index, which indicates the bus closest to the fault point. Every time a fault is detected, the meters are polled to
provide the voltage rms value just before and during the fault occurrence. In addition, in the results presented
here, the voltage rms value was calculated by using a sampling rate of 64 samples/cycle. The theoretical
background of the method is presented as follows. By using the voltage magnitude measured by a feeder
meter, it is possible to obtain the voltage deviation as follows:
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where the subscript is related to a feeder meter installed at bus ; and are the voltage magnitudes measured
during and before the fault (prefault), respectively; and superscript represents each phase, so that one has the
voltage deviation on phase , , and . If the bus is under fault, one can estimate the fault current at each phase by
using the voltage deviation determined by meter based on the following expression:
(abc )

(abc ) −1

Ifault ik = (Zik
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where𝑍𝑖𝑘
is the ik 3x3 sub matrix from the system three-phase bus impedance matrix 𝑍𝑏𝑢𝑠 and 𝐼𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑖𝑘 is
the fault current calculated by using the voltage measurement from meter i and considering a fault at bus k.
The loads, represented by constant impedance models, must be included into the bus impedance matrix to
improve the method accuracy. In order to include the loads in the bus impedance matrix, all of the loads are
represented by constant impedance models. Then, the equivalent shunt impedances associated with the bus are
included at the matrix elements. The load estimation can be done by using typical load curves or based on the
information provided by smart consumer meters. Therefore, if one has 𝑁𝑓𝑚 meters, there are 𝑁𝑓𝑚 estimated
fault currents based on the assumption that the bus under fault is bus k. If the fault really occurred at bus, all
of the estimated currents must have practically the same value, which is close to the real value. On the other
hand, if the fault occurred at any other bus, there will be an error on the fault current estimated based on
measurements from each meter. In addition, the error obtained based on different meters will be distinct from
each other. Based on the aforementioned explanation, a fault-location index 𝛿𝑘 can be used to identify the
actual bus under fault. This index is given by the sum of the differences between the 𝑁𝑓𝑚 estimated fault
current values taking into consideration that bus is under fault and their average value (each difference is
referred to as 𝑑𝑖𝑘 )and figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of the index𝜹𝒌 meaning
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where𝐼𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑖𝑘 is the fault current calculated for phase with measurements from the feeder meter at bus using
𝑝

(2), and 𝐼𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑘 is the average of all the fault current values calculated using the voltage measured at each
feeder meter for bus. As mentioned before, if the bus under analysis is the faulted bus, all of the estimated
currents will be practically the same. Thus, the bus associated with the minimum 𝛿𝑘 is selected as the faulted
bus.
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Typically, feeder meters supply only voltage magnitudes; however, in (2) and (3), currents are written as
phasor quantities. In order to numerically calculate these expressions, it was assumed that phases, , and are
simply shifted by 120, although distribution systems are unbalanced. Note that such an assumption was used
only for calculation purposes. In the results presented in this paper, the system was unbalanced so that the
phase currents are not really shifted by 120 ; even so, the proposed method shows good performance.
The steps below summarize the method application after a fault has been detected:
Step 1) Construct the bus impedance matrix (this step can be done offline).
Step 2) Read the voltage deviation measurements from the feeder meters.
Step 3) Estimate the fault current of every bus in the system by using the feeder meters measurements,
the matrix and (2).
Step 4) Calculate the average fault current.
Step 5) Calculate the fault current index for each bus in the system by using (3).
Step 6) Indicate the bus associated with the lowest value as the faulted bus.
Step 7) If more than one bus (region) is pointed as the faulted bus, automated outage mapping can be used to
solvethe problem of multiple estimation.
Wherein this approach computes the fault detection based on average fault current index, the current could
exhibit a similar fault condition in the presence of distortions, due to load or line parameter variation. To
overcome this issue a characterization approach to fault detection is developed. Large information is included
in the transient components of the measured line component. So it can be used to identify the abnormity of
equipments or power system. It can also be used to deal with the fault and analyze its reason. This way
the reliability of the power system will be considerably improved. Transient signals have some characteristics
such as high frequency and instant break. Wavelet transform is capable of revealing aspects of data that other
signal analysis techniques miss and it satisfies the analysis need of electric transient signals. Usually, wavelet
transform of transient signal is expressed by multi-revolution decomposition fast algorithm which utilizes the
orthogonal wavelet bases to decompose the signal to components under different scales. The approximations
are the high-scale, low-frequency components of the signal produced by filtering the signal by a lowpass filter. The details are the low-scale, high-frequency components of the signal produced by filtering the
signal by a high-pass filter. The band width of these two filters is equal. After each level of decomposition, the
sampling frequency is reduced by half. Whenever the disturbance lasts for only a few cycles, a simple
observation of the waveform in a busbar may not be enough to allow one to recognize that there is a problem
or not and more difficult is to identify the sort of the problem. In the characterization of the fault condition in
a distribution system, recorded line current are passed to a characteristic analyzer, where the measured current
is passed to the diagnosis of spectral decomposition to make a decision. The recorded current parameters
decomposed in to spectral bands. The approach of wavelet transformation is applied to analyze the current
characterizing for the fault detection under short duration disturbances in the transmission line. The proposed
characterization approach moves a time domain discredited signal into its corresponding wavelet domain. This
is done through a process called “sub-band coding”, which is done through digital filter techniques. The Line
current signals obtained from the bus bar are applied to the wavelet filters to evaluate the frequency resolution
coefficients by passing through high pass and low pass filter.

Figure 2:Spectral decomposition of measured line component
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To filter the given current signal f(n), a convolution of this signal is done as shown in figure 2 at each
filtration using a defined filter coefficient hd and gd. A recursive multiplication and accumulation operation is
performed on the given current signal to obtain the detail and approximate coefficient as given in eq. 4, 5.
cA1 n = k f n . hd (−k + 2n)
(4)
cD1 n = k f n . g d (−k + 2n)
(5)
The f(n) signal is passed through a low-pass digital filter(𝑑 (𝑛)) and a high-pass digital filter(𝑔𝑑 (𝑛)). The
obtained coefficients are decimated by factor of 2 i.e., half of the signal samples are eliminated. The DWT
operation is performed in two stages. The first consists on the wavelet coefficients determination. These
coefficients represent the given signal in the wavelet domain. From these coefficients, the second stage is
achieved with the calculation of both the approximated and the detailed version of the original signal, in
different levels of resolutions, in the time domain. At the end of the first level of signal decomposition, the
resulting vectors𝑦 (𝑘) and 𝑦𝑔 (𝑘)will be, respectively, the level 1 wavelet coefficients of approximation and
of detail wavelet coefficients. The fault detection rules are established by means of the analysis of the current
waveforms in time domain and in the first decomposition level of the DWT. This level contains the highest
frequency components.For the implementation of DWT based decomposition following steps are used for the
calculation of wavelet coefficient;
Step 1: Evaluation of the wavelet coefficients of the signal in study.
Step 2: Evaluation of the square of the wavelet coefficients found at step 1.
Step 3: Calculation of the distorted signal energy, in each wavelet coefficient level.

The “energy” mentioned above is based on the Parseval‟s theorem which state that: “the energy that a time
domain function contains is equal to the sum of all energy concentrated in the different resolution levels of the
corresponding wavelet transformed signal”. This can be mathematically expressed as:
N
n=1

2

f n

=

N
n=1

aj n

2

+

J
j=1

N
n=1

dj n

2

Where,
F(n): Time domain signal in study
N: Total number of samples of the signal
N

f(n) 2 :
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To detect the disturbance wavelet transform has been proposed due to its ability of sub-band codification
which is done through successive filtration technique One way to built sub-band codification is to split the
spectrum into frequency bands which consumes more processing time. Therefore it is convenient to split the
given signal into two bands of spectral components such as low pass filtered and high pass filtered
components. The high pass filtered components gives the smallest information where as low pass filtered
components gives information regarding further minutely varying details until desired number of bands.
The advantage of this scheme is that it is necessary to design only two filters & the disadvantage is that the
signal spectrum coverage is fixed. The wavelet transform is the same as that of a sub-band coding scheme
using a constant-Q filter bank. The detail coefficients cD are consisting high-frequency content and the
approximation coefficients cA contain the low frequency content of the signal. The actual lengths of the detail
and approximation coefficient vectors are slightly more than half the length of the original signal. This has to
do with the filtering process, which is implemented by convolving the signal with a filter. By observing the
features obtained by discrete wavelet transform it is easy to detect, locate and classify the disturbance. A
program was developed and implemented in MATLAB environment using the following steps.
Step 1: Obtain the wavelet coefficients of the pure sinusoidal signal.
Step 2: Calculate the square of the wavelet coefficients obtained in the above step.
Step 3: Calculate the signal energy, in each wavelet coefficient level which is given by Parseval‟stheorem [21].
Step 4: Repeat the above procedure for distorted signal.
Step 5: Compare the total distorted signal energy to that of pure signal energy value.

The measured line current x(t), a linear wavelet transformation is applied, to derive a bands of variant
frequencTo perform wavelet decomposition, in this work, „db4‟ wavelet transformation is carried out, for 4scale levels. The 1-D current signal x(t) is decomposed into components belonging to different frequency
channels using a collection of filters defined by db4 coefficients, referred to as sub band filtering or sub band
decomposition. In this process a two-channel sub band filtering is applied with a pair one low pass(𝑔𝑘 ) and
one high pass (𝑘 )(hk) filter, to bifurcate the signal x(t) into two sets of observations. An illustration to the
band decomposition process is shown in figure 2.
2.1 Fault characterization
The computed bands are processed for feature definition, where the bands are processed for their magnitudal
density based on power spectral density per band. To derive the spectral density of these obtained bands,
power spectral densities (PSD) to the obtained bands are computed. PSD is defined as a density operator
which defines the variation of power over different content frequencies, in a given line signal x(t). The Power
spectral density (PSD) for a given signal x(t) is defined as,
1

PSD, P = limT→∞ 2T

T
x
–T

t

2

dt

(7)

Taking each band ′𝐵𝑖 ′ as reference, a PSD for each band, ′𝑃𝐵𝑖 ′ is computed. The PSD features for the 4
obtained bands are then defined by,
𝑃𝐵𝑖 = 𝑃𝑆𝐷(𝐵𝑖 ), for i = 1 to 4.
The Band PSD‟s are derived as,
1

PBi = limT→∞ 2T

T
B
–T hi

t

2

dt

(8)

From these obtained energy values, bands are selected based on a defined selection criterion, as outlined,
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For the obtained PBi i, maximum PB is computed, defined by,
MPBi = max(PBi )
For i =1 to 4
if (PBi ≥ (MPBi / 2))
sel_Bi = Bij
End

for these selected bands, ′𝑠𝑒𝑙_𝐵𝑖 ′ features are then computed by the approach of peak picking, and for each
select band a maximum value is computed and all the coordinates above 60% of the peak value are taken as
the magnitude component „𝑠𝑓𝑖 ‟. With this approach the finer frequency contents which are added as
disturbance existing for a shorter time interval is discarded. The fault condition can then be computed on the
selected bands discarding the disturbance spectrum in measured component.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed characterization approach of fault diagnosis is carried out on a defined distribution system, with
the node positions as shown in figure 3. The faults were simulated over a 25MVA, 13.2KV, 100KM
transmission line system. The loads are tapped on the bus point 2 and 3. The load component is taken as
reactive and resistive.

Figure 3: Distributed system for fault diagnosis
The line impedances defined for the distributed system is given as, line sub transient reactance z1=0.25, the
negative sequence reactance is given as z2=0.35, and the zero sequence reactance is given as z3=0.1. the total
line impedance is taken as, z1+z2+z3.
The fault diagnosis under different fault conditions are illustrated below,
3.1 Fault test under electrical disturbances
The three phase line current are measured from the smart meter installed at junction, 2 and 3, and load current
is passed to the monitoring units for fault diagnosis. The line currents are affected via randomly generated line
disturbance, governed by applied load. The measured three line currents at the measuring point are as
illustrated below in figure 4.
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Figure 4: per phase line currents measured at the node point
The three phase line parameters, measured by the measuring unit are passed to the monitoring unit, where the
measured line currents are decomposed using spectral decomposition logic. The obtain spectral bands for the
measured line current is shown below in figure 5.

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 5:(a),(b),(c) wavelet coefficients for the three line currents passed
3.2 Fault Diagnosis under LG fault
The spectral disturbance for the three measured line currents is illustrated in figure 5. The spectral density is
taken as reference for the fault detection condition. The fault is then introduced at node point 2, in line phase
B, with a line to ground fault. The obtained fault current, with its magnitude is presented in figure 6. This
magnitude variation is evaluated with its spectral density by applying the fault diagnosis condition,

Figure 6: Fault current at phase A for LG fault
The magnitude variation in the line current, is observed at phase A, the phase magnitude comparison, of the
fault line current detect a higher magnitude variation than the recorded rated line magnitude. This correlation
approach, leads to detection of fault condition, and the location is defined by the registered meter position, in
the network. However, the fault diagnosis is made more precise by applying the spectral analysis of the
measured spectral bands of the fault current. The spectral decomposed band as shown in figure 7 reveals a
spectral density of 7000 units, which is higher than the limit value of 4000 units as obtained from training
state.
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Figure 7: Spectral band generated for the fault current A
3.3 Fault Diagnosis under LL fault
For the testing of fault in other fault condition the line-line (LL) as shown in figure 8 fault condition for line
A-B is computed.

Figure 8: Fault currents measured for LL fault in line AB
Under the LL fault condition, the fault currents are dipped to a lower magnitude level, which are processed via
a phasormagnitude approach [1], and the proposed spectral decomposition approach. The approach illustrates
the diagnosis of fault in line current by the spectral decomposition, and magnitude variation approach. In the
process of fault diagnosis under sag condition, the developed electrical system is analyzed for 3 line currents,
as shown in figure 9as the fault free currents are measured for training; the fault sag condition is then made.

Figure 9: Line current for three phase under sag testing
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Figure 10: Generated Sage current in phase B
As shown in figure 10 sag is applied over line B and the evaluation of the developed approach is carried out.
The sag condition is a magnitude minimization in the line measured component, at node 2. The sag value is
trained to the fault. The voltage sag profile as shown in figure 11 is then obtained by simulating fault on
MATLAB environment using a program and then corresponding compensated current is observed as shown in
figure 12.

Figure 11: Compensation current generated for sag Compensation

Figure 12: Compensated current after Sag compensation

4. CONCLUSION
The characteristic analysis of the fault current for the measured voltage profile results in more precise
detection of faults location and fault conditions. The disturbance arises due to electrical discharges, electrical
installed components, and electrical equipments add a distortion to the electrical measurement value. While
the phasor comparison is a method of fault detection and the location of the smart meter provides the location
of the fault source, the approach is well suited when there are not external disturbances to the measured
parameter. However in real time applications, the measured values are deviated by such disturbances which
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will leads to misclassification of the fault location. The approach of characteristic analysis of the measured
component, derive the fundamental components of the measured line current, and the measured spectral
density of these component, results in finer resolution analysis. In this approach, the characteristic analysis
leads to correct detection of fault situation, in consideration with line distortions.
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